
Laboratory 2

Measurements on digital signals.

2.1 Objectives

The objective is to strengthen the knowledge gained in the previous laboratory:

• Familiarize with the laboratory equipments (function generator, power supply, oscilloscope in
analog/digital mode);

• Measurement of the parameters of digital signals with the oscilloscope.

Additionally, the behavior of RC derivation and integration circuits will be studied.

2.2 Laboratory measurements

2.2.1 Measurements on digital signals

This section of the laboratory class assumes the knowledge of the measurement procedures described
in the previous laboratory.

1. Set the programmable function generator to obtain a signal with the following characteristics:

Waveform: square;
Frequency: 1 kHz;
Amplitude: 5V;
Offset: 2.5V.

Connect the output of the generator to one of the two channels of the oscilloscope. Measure
with the oscilloscope the following parameters of the signal:

Period;
Width of ”0” and ”1” logic levels;
Voltage levels of ”0” and ”1” logic states;
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Based on the results of the measurements, calculate the following:

Frequency;
Duty cycle;
Logical amplitude.

Fill in the table 2.1. Specify the measurement units for both the measured and calculated
values.

Table 2.1
Measurements and calculations on the parameters of digital signals.

Measurements Calculations
Frequency Period Width Level Level Frequency Duty Logical

”0” ”1” Cycle Amplitude
[T] [TH ] [VL] [VH ] [f] [δ ] [VH − VL]

100 Hz
200 Hz
500 Hz
1 kHz
2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
50 kHz
100 kHz
200 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz

To calculate the frequency, use the following formula:

f =
1

T
[Hz] (2.1)

The duty cycle can be determined using the formula:

δ =
TH

T
[%] (2.2)

2. Vary the frequency of the signal and fill in the rows of table 2.1.

3. Vary the parameters of the signal (frequency and amplitude) and analyse the precision of the
measurement by comparing with the values displayed by the generator. Fill in the table 2.2
and make some conclusions regarding the measurement errors of the signal’s period for different
frequencies.

The error can be determined using the following equation:

Error =
Mosc−Mgs

Mgs
[%] (2.3)

Notations:

• Mgs = quantity generated by the generator
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Table 2.2
Evaluation of the precision of frequency and amplitude measurements

Frequency measurement errors
Generated Measured Calculated Calculated
frequency period frequency error

1 kHz
2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
50 kHz
100 kHz
200 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz

Amplitude measurement errors
Generated Measured Calculated
amplitude amplitude error

0.1 V
0.2 V
0.5 V
1 V
2 V
5 V
10 V

• Mosc = quantity measured with the oscilloscope

4. Make the following group experiment:

Student 1: Selects a set of values for the frequency, amplitude and offset and sets the pro-
grammable function generator to generate a square signal with these parameters.

Student 2: Using the oscilloscope measure the frequency, amplitude and voltage levels of the
signal.

Compare the results of measurements with the values set on the generator and analyse the
precision of the measurements.

2.2.2 RC integration and derivation circuits

This section proposes to determine the way RC integration and derivation circuits affects the wave-
form and parameters of digital signals.

For demonstrations the breadboard shown in figure 2.1 will be used.

1. Build an RC integration circuit as shown in figure 2.2. The RC integration circuit is charac-
terized by the following equations:

V out =
1

C

∫
i dt (2.4)

i =
V r

R
(2.5)

V r = V in− V out (2.6)

So:

V out =
1

C

∫
V in− V out

R
dt ≈ 1

RC

∫
V in dt (2.7)

Configure the generator in order to generate a signal with the following parameters:
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Figure 2.1 The breadboard used for RC circuit study.

Waveform: square;
Frequency: 500 Hz;
Amplitude: 5V;
Offset: 2.5V.

Figure 2.2 RC integration circuit.

Connect the generated signal to the input of the RC integration quad-pole. Simultaneously
view the input and output signal using two channels of the oscilloscope.

When applying a square shaped signal to the input of the RC integration circuit the output
signal should be a square shaped signal with it’s edges rounded, as shown in figure 2.3 (CH1 =
input, CH2 = output). You can observe that if we consider the 50% level of the amplitude as
the measuring points of the signal’s period (as discussed earlier), the output signal is delayed
compared to the input signal.
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Figure 2.3 Waveforms of the RC integration circuit, square input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).

If we consider a sine input signal (figure 2.4), we can observe that the waveform is maintained
and there is a phase shift (delay) between the input and output signal.

Figure 2.4 Waveforms of the RC integration circuit, sine input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).

Study the behavior of the RC integration circuit using different input waveforms (sine, trian-
gular, square) and different values for the resistor noted with R.

For different values of the resistor, draw the approximate waveform of the output signal. Mea-
sure the period and the pulse widths.

How can you describe the relationship between the RC constant and the output waveforms?

How does the pulse widths of the output signals change depending on the value of the RC
constant?

What happens to the output signal if we use some very big or very small values for the R or
C?

The schematic of the RC integration circuit is shown in figure 2.5.

2. Build an RC derivation circuit, as shown in figure 2.6. The derivation circuit is characterized
by the following equations:
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Table 2.3
Evaluation of the effects of the RC integration circuit.

Resistance Period Width . Waveform . Amplitude

1 kΩ

2.7 kΩ

5 kΩ

10 kΩ

10 kΩ
without
capacitor

i = C
dV c

dt
=

V out

R
(2.8)

V in = V c+ V out (2.9)

Hence:

V out = RC
dV c

dt
= RC

d(V in− V out)

dt
≈ RC

dV in

dt
(2.10)

Configure the function generator with the following parameters:

Waveform: square;
Frequency: 500 Hz;
Amplitude: 5V;
Offset: 0V.

Apply the generated signal to the input of the RC quad-pole. Simultaneously view the input
and output signal using two channels of the oscilloscope.

When applying a square shaped signal to the input of the RC derivation circuit on the output
we should see a spike-like signal, having non-zero values only around the edges of the input
signal, as shown in figure 2.7 (CH1 = input, CH2 = output). While the input signal is stable
(either low or high), the output signal is zero (derivative of a constant is zero).

From digital point of view, we can consider that the waveform suffers huge modification after
passing through the derivation circuit. The utility of these circuits can be considered when
the input signal is a sine. On figure 2.8 you can observe that sine waveform is maintained
on the output and there is a negative phase shift compared to the input. The possibility of
”anticipating the input” enables us to compensate for an integration circuit with a derivation
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the RC integration circuit.

Figure 2.6 RC derivation circuit.

one to restore the square waveform of a signal, after it was affected by passing through wire
traces and connectors.

Study the behavior of the RC integration circuit using different input waveforms (sine, trian-
gular, square) and different values for the resistor noted with R.

For different values of the resistor, draw the approximate waveform of the output signal. Mea-
sure the period and the pulse widths.

How can you describe the relationship between the RC constant and the output waveforms?

How does the pulse widths of the output signals change depending on the value of the RC
constant?

What happens to the output signal if we use some very big or very small values for the R or
C?

The schematic of the RC derivation circuit is shown on figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.7 Waveforms of the RC derivation circuit for square shaped input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 -
output).

Figure 2.8 Waveforms of the RC derivation circuit with sine input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).
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Table 2.4
Evaluation of the effects of RC derivation circuit.

Resistance Period Width . Waveform . Amplitude

1 kΩ

2.7 kΩ

5 kΩ

10 kΩ

without
resistor
(infinite)

Figure 2.9 Schematic of the RC derivation circuit.


